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It features a cast including Gautami, Anandaraj,
Sathyaraj, Nassar, Madhumitha, Nizhalgal Ravi
and Radhika Apte. The film's soundtrack and
background score were composed by Hiphop
Tamizha. It was simultaneously shot in Telugu
as Bhale Bhale Magadivoy, which released on
29 March 2010. Plot The film starts in the
1990s when an ugly looking, pot-bellied
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character named Ajith Kumar (Nassar) is
brought up by his aunts and older cousins (who
are his guardians) because of an accident in
which Ajith cannot remember what happened. It
is revealed that he was rescued by a pretty lady
named Gautami (Gautami) from a well.
Gautami takes care of Ajith in her house, and
both love each other. One day, Ajith is
instructed by his guardians to apologize to
Gautami, who is about to get married to another
guy. Ajith does not apologize to Gautami, and
runs away. After running away, Ajith falls in an
area with a garbage dump and is trapped.
Gautami rescues him, but she is soon caught by
someone else. A few years later, Gautami is now
grown-up. She is very beautiful and has
attracted many men. Ajith is still with her, and
one day she meets a man named Anand
(Anandaraj), and feels in love with him. Ajith
meets her parents and learns that she is in love
with Anand and wants to get married to him. In
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the mean time, he loves her, too. So, Ajith feels
confused and angry. He and Gautami decide to
run away together. They are soon caught by a
policeman, who saves Gautami, but lets Ajith
escape. In the same area, Ajith meets a man
named Murugan (Sathyaraj), who feels in love
with Gautami, and offers to help Ajith out in
getting married to Gautami. Ajith agrees, and
they flee the city. In the present time, Ajith
wants to seek revenge from those who had
trapped him years ago. On the way, Ajith learns
that the one he runs away with is Gautami, but
she has become a wealthy businesswoman. He
then plans to kill her and take her wealth for
himself. Ajith meets Murugan again
Kutti (English: Little Child) is a 2010 Indian
Tamil film. language romantic action drama
directed by Mitran... Kutti, eng. Kuttee (born
August 27, 1974, Bombay, India) is an Indian
actress and model. She was born into a family of
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professional actors in Bombay. She made her
screen debut in 1993 in Dear Diary, My
Thoughts Are Go. Since then, she has acted in
over 20 films. Currently residing in London, she
is married to Bharat producer Mahesh
Bhatnagar and they have a daughter. Links[edit |
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